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Outline 

Inter-related economic aspects of the case
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Related markets
What is the source of market power and 

how can it be used in a related market?

Theory of harm
What is the mechanism through 

which market power is used to harm 

competition?

Effects on competition
What are the likely competition effects

and how significant are they?

Test for predation
Where is the boundary between

acceptable competitive behaviour and

predation?



ACM’s theory of harm
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NS is dominant on the main railway network (HRN)

Predatory conduct (loss-making bid in 2014) took place on a related 

market, i.e. the Limburg concession for 2016-2031

Aim of this conduct was to prevent future competition on the HRN

• Specifically by influencing government’s decision-making on 

introducing competition on more parts of HRN post 2024



Related markets
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• three bidders: NS, Arriva/Deutsche Bahn, Veolia

• who is dominant?

• source of market power in related market?

Starting point: Limburg concession

• HRN is logical starting point for the analysis’ (para 122) 

• ‘does not see why it would be necessary to determine that the 

Limburg concession is a separate market’ (para 215)

ACM



Related markets

Illustrated
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Limburg 

concession

Market where exclusion 

takes place

HRN

Market where competition 

is distorted (post 2024)

Market with source of 

market power (current 

concession)



Related markets

The required link

Leveraging requires explicit link between the markets: mechanism through 

which market power in one market is used in another

• deep pockets? (DB has them too)

• information advantage? (Veolia incumbent; two-thirds of concession is bus)

ACM: relevant link is overlap of services and ‘example’ function of Limburg for 

future competitive tenders of parts of HRN post 2024

• but this goes to motive, not leveraging mechanism

Case law: bad economics?

• Continental Can (1973): ‘causal link’ between markets not necessary

• AstraZeneca (2010): abusive behaviour does not necessarily have to follow 

from, or made possible by, a dominant position

• but Intel (2017): assessment of effects depends on degree of market power
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Classic framework for predatory pricing
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Lower prices during 

predatory period relative to 

competitive price

Welfare gains
Short run

Higher prices after predatory 

period relative to competitive 

price

Welfare losses
Longer run

Probability of success

Discount rate



Theory of harm

Effects of conduct on government policy
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Predatory bid on 

Limburg 

concession

No ‘example’ 

function on 

overlapping services

Government less likely to 

open more parts of HRN to 

competition from 2024

ACM

Experience with overlapping 

services just one factor in 

government decision-making

Effects only post 

2024 and uncertain No abuse

Court of Rotterdam

Signalling effect on rivals (DB, Veolia) Test market predation

Economic theories of harm not pursued by ACM



Role of incentives and intent

ACM places significant weight on internal NS documents

• what about intent of DB and Veolia?

US court in AA Poultry (1989): 

‘Firms “intend” to do all the business they can, to crush their rivals if they can . . . Entrepreneurs who

work hardest to cut their price will do the most damage to their rivals, and they will see good in it . . . 

If courts use the vigorous, nasty pursuit of sales as evidence of forbidden “intent”, they run the risk of 

penalizing the motive forces of competition.’

Aggressive bidding and the winner’s curse

Thaler (1988): ‘The winner's curse cannot occur if all the bidders are rational … , so evidence of a 

winner's curse in market settings would constitute an anomaly. However, acting rationally in a 

common value auction can be difficult … I will present some evidence, both from experimental and

field studies, suggesting that the winner's curse may be a common phenomenon.’
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Testing for predation

As-efficient competitor test
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ACM started from NS internal business case

• internal rate of return (IRR) for long-term concession

• compared against WACC (weighted average cost of capital)

• adjustment for ‘unrealistic’ passenger growth assumptions

As-efficient competitor or ‘as-optimistic competitor’?

Consistency in business case adjustments

• either take NS own case (IRR > WACC)

• or make adjustments consistently

• e.g. non-incremental costs; lease versus buy model

Accounting for uncertainty



Conclusion: the use of economics
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Thinking through the case from first economic principles

Providing an analytical framework to the Court  

Court recognises the importance of economic evidence

Court interacts with economists at hearing

1

2

3
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